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“Nothing happens unless first we dream.” Carl Sandburg 

“The greater damage for most of us lies not in setting our aim to high and falling short;  

but in setting our aim too low and achieving our mark.”    Michelangelo 
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Without a vision the people perish. Proverbs 29:18 

 

 

How would you like to accomplish more than you ever thought possible? 

The secret is through catching a vision or daring to dream and then setting and 

writing goals that will provide you with a map and action steps towards that 

vision or dream. Approximately 95% of us have never written out our goals in life, 

but of the 5% who have, 95% have achieved their goals. In 1953 at Yale University, 

3 percent of the graduating class had specific written goals for their lives. In 1975 

researchers found that the 3 % who wrote down their goals had accomplished 

more than the other 97% put together.  

This workbook will guide you through the steps of writing your vision or 

dream and then setting goals and action steps to help you achieve your goals and 

live your dream. Remember if you aim at nothing you will be sure to hit it, so aim 

at something and go for it. 

 

 

 

� Identify what do you really want? (Take time to think, pray and search your 

heart.) 

You are not likely to get anywhere in particular if you don't know where you want 

to go.  Percy H. Johnson  

� Set realistic goals. 

Your goal should be out of reach but not out of sight. Anita DeFrantz  

What three things do you want to accomplish this year? Write them down and 

place them on your refrigerator for inspiration all year long.  Source Unknown  

� Write your goals on paper. 

 

Committing your goals to paper increases the likelihood of your achieving them by 

one-thousand percent! Brian Tracy 

 

 

 


